
Zaini Beauty Parlour

Address
Head Office: 1st Floor, Farhat Mansion, Dupatta Gali, Liberty Chowk, Tariq Road, Karachi. 
Branch 1: House No 53 Sector 11/1 Orangi Town Karachi

Contact Person Shagufta Babar

Mobile Number 03357490959

Email zainiparlour@gmail.com

Zaini Salon is situated at Farhat Mansion 1st Floor Tariq Road Liberty Chowk Nearest Gul Ahmed Shop in Karachi, 
Pakistan. Regardless of whether you need another search for that exceptional event or you are prepared for a total 
revival, Zaini Beauty Parlor presents the best services of the salon in Karachi, Pakistan. We have been giving parlor 
services since 1993 in Karachi, Pakistan. During this excursion, we worked with practically a wide range of skins, 
hair, and nails. This wide degree of the period gave us more experience and ability. We are the best everyone knows. 
Our clients rave about our hairstyles, hair styling, facials, nail services, and our accomplished parlor pros can support 
your internal excellence. Molds and styles travel every which way. We plan to be here through them all, giving you 
the warm, individual consideration you merit. Make an arrangement today at our salon in Karachi and see what we can 
accomplish for you.

A full-service salon devoted to reliably giving high consumer loyalty by delivering great help, quality items head 
medicines in the sumptuous climate to improve customers’ physical and give mental fulfillment. Zaini group has 
extraordinary ability in bridal makeup with completely prepared and qualified hair and makeup artists. The primary 
goal or mission is to stay aware of the guarantee of giving customers extraordinary salon services and this is the 
explanation that was won Zaini glory among customers and keeps them returning.

‘The Zaini Beauty Parlor” reliably endeavors to surpass our customers’ desires and promises to reach far in excess of 
those necessities, to be the most perfect we can be. We are glad to reliably accomplish our most significant standard of 
conveying excellent client assistance, combined with the total item care. Zaini Parlor invites customers, everything 
being equal, to appreciate the excursion of, “A Brilliant Experience”.

 

Our Philosophy 
 

At the Beauty Parlor, we trust in excellence with a heart. We have made a salon that offers the greatest hair services in 
a setting that is more advantageous for the climate, our visitors, and our staff. The Beauty Parlor is planned and 



fabricated fundamentally with reused materials: the floor is made of recovered wood from a nearby grain lift – 
protecting and exhibiting its regular surface – and a large portion of the installations and furniture is restored or unique 
vintage pieces.

In 1993, Zaini Beauty Parlor opened as an obscure business with a major vision. in the years since our group set the 
norm and offered life to that vision. We will likely never allow you to down and to surpass those desires. Our name 
currently sets the norm for us. 

 

We pass on brilliant master hair items proposed to ensure our guests put their best self forward, both in the salon and 
at home. The hair care items we convey have been deliberately picked put together both with respect to execution and 
eco-affectability. As a spotless air salon, we offer ammonia-free color services with practically zero fragrance 
properties or substance spread. This more beneficial option in contrast to conventional shading rehearses is 
additionally ok for eager moms and people with hypersensitivities or aroma sensitivities. 

Our plan and theory work inseparably. We are focused on giving sound hair care a low effect on the climate. Come 
see what you and your hair can accomplish for the Earth.

For more details, please visit https://www.businessbook.pk/detail/zaini-beauty-parlour-karachi-131118


